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SPRING
CLEANING IS
ESSENTIAL
FOR YOUR
COMMUNITY’S
SUCCESS!
Read This Article for Spring
Cleaning Tips
By Elaine Simpson, President, Occupancy Solutions, LLC

W

hen it comes to first impressions, you generally know if you like something
or not within the first seven seconds. That is why it is imperative that you
keep your communities in tip top condition in every season of the year.
Keeping your properties in great condition creates a positive first impression on your
prospective residents. It also helps your current residents to be proud of residing at
your community. Get started now and tackle your spring cleaning – inside and out.
In the office, if you have not already done so, archive your old files to make room for
new files. If you are HUD Financed, HUD Insured, a Project Based Voucher Community, LIHTC, etc. confirm that your HUD, state, and local program related forms
are the most recent and dispose of the old forms to minimize confusion. Confirm
that you are up to date on HUD policies including the Notice of Occupancy Rights
under the Violence Against Women Act. Don’t forget to update your utility allowances and your rent and income charts. Most of the utility updates “UA’s” are out
now and HUD charts are pending publication at any time, keep an eye out for them.
Also check with your state regarding allowances for self-certifications which could
save you a lot of time and money!
Great curb appeal can really set you apart from your competition and it attracts prospects as they are driving by your community. A community with outstanding curb
appeal will fare better than one with little to no curb appeal. Making things seasonally appropriate is always a stellar way to ensure you stand out. Here are several of our
best simple and inexpensive community curb appeal tips for this spring:
Continued on page 6
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You want to show the world
that your community is well put
together and well taken care of.
It’s important to remember that
we re in the business of managing
perceptions and how you take care
of your community is an indication
to the public of how you will take
care of them as residents.

wish to highlight including your monument sign, community
entrance and directional signage. It will allow those passing
by to see your community in all its glory especially if it’s tied
in well with your landscaping. Consider adding the little
sparkly lights, like the ones that are used during the holidays,
around your points of interest to make an even bigger statement in the evening hours.

Continued from page 5

Plants – Spring is a time of rebirth so plant some new
colorful flowers and hedges. Pull out or cut down any dead
plants and trees. Add flower pots or replace the old ones
and add color to the entrance of your office and clubhouse.
No need to spend a lot, a few pops of color will go a long
way. Use the colors of the season and embrace the pinks
and purples. If there is absolutely no money in the budget to
plant, ask your suppliers and vendors to sponsor a garden or
contribute to a fund to purchase plants.

Parking Lots – Freshen up your faded and neglected parking
lots by seal coating and repainting the curbs and parking
spaces if needed. At a minimum, patch any pot holes created
from the harsh winter weather.

Grass – Beautiful new flowers won’t look good against a
backdrop of a brown or dead lawn. Check your watering
schedule to make sure that you are watering as often as you
should, not overwatering and at the best times of day for your
area. Reseed bare areas of the lawn and green up the back
ground. Create a gorgeous snapshot of what life is really like
within your community.

Use the natural laws of attraction to increase your traffic and
rentals. You want to show the world that your community
is well put together and well taken care of. It’s important to
remember that we re in the business of managing perceptions
and how you take care of your community is an indication to
the public of how you will take care of them as residents.

Building Exteriors – Refresh your building exteriors. Sweep
away the cobwebs. Touch up paint, power wash any unsightly
areas of the community including signs, overhangs, entry ways
etc. This is a great way to freshen things up without being too
time or resource consuming.

Spring cleaning applies to your office and models as well.
Perhaps it is time to add some new accessories to the model
and open the blinds to let the sunshine in. Clean the blinds,
clean the carpets and if needed, clean the upholstery of the
model and office furniture. Make sure everything looks and
smells fresh and clean. Be sure that surfaces not only look
clean but feel clean free of grit, grime and sticky residue.

Lighting – Do a night time light check and replace burned
out lightbulbs. Lighting should be bright and inviting but
be sure that it doesn’t wash out the community because it is
bright enough to land a plane. Light up all of the areas you

For compliance assistance or more ideas on best property management practices, contact the operations, compliance, leasing,
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marketing and training experts at Occupancy Solutions. Visit
www.occupancysolutions.com or call today to get your solution.
Elaine Simpson – President, Occupancy Solutions, LLC
Operations, Leasing, Marketing Consultant and
Training Specialist
Elaine Simpson has been involved in the housing
industry since 1986. Starting on site as a leasing
agent, she moved up, working as assistant manager, site manager, executive director and finally
senior regional manager with communities in
several states and portfolios containing more than
1400 units. Ms. Simpson has worked for local and
national industry leading companies and throughout her career, has trained new managers across the country, assisted in creating “Best
Practices” and procedure manuals, participated in numerous task forces during national
mergers, acquisitions and dispositions and headed “turn around” teams assigned to
troubled communities, successfully increasing income while decreasing expenses and
allowing the property to recover economic viability.
With over 30 years of experience in the multi family industry, Elaine Simpson founded
Occupancy Solutions, LLC to provide on site operations, human resources, housing program compliance, maintenance, marketing, leasing, training and consulting services for
multifamily professionals of market rate, senior and affordable housing communities
throughout the United States. Occupancy Solutions assists communities by providing
proven, cost-effective techniques and strategies that achieve increased occupancy,
improve resident retention, minimize expenses and increase net operating income.
Ms. Simpson is a licensed real estate broker in Michigan and Arizona, a Certified Senior
Real Estate Specialist, a member of the National Speakers Associations, a National Apartment Association Education Institute Faculty Member, an Accredited Resident Manager, a
Certified Assisted Housing Manager and John Maxwell Certified Coach, Trainer and Speaker; American Apartment Owner Association member; National Association of Realtors,
National Association of Residential Property Managers, Arizona Multihousing Association

860-838-5322
www.reficiocompany.com
Need to add phone
number and web address
in the same color as the tag line.

Please visit www.occupancysolutions.com for testimonials and more about Elaine
Simpson and Occupancy Solutions.
Phone: 800-865-0948
Address: 21001 N. Tatum Blvd., Suite 1630-612, Phoenix, AZ 85050
Email: esimpson@occupancysolutions.com
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2020: What’s Next for
Apartment Technology
By Donald Davidoff, D2 Demand Solutions

Technology in the rental housing industry is at a tipping point,
the likes of which haven’t been seen in 15 years.

D

Automated credit screening, pricing and revenue
management (PRM), Web-based Property Management
Systems (PMS) and resident/prospect portals.

While not yet certain exactly how they will play out, technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning,
smart-home devices and short-term rental (STR) marketplaces will clearly have a major impact in how we do business—a
much bigger impact than the new technology that has entered
our business since the early 2000s.

The ensuing 10-plus years saw, at best, minor advancements
in process through technology; but that is clearly changing.

Based on interviews with 20 COOs and CIOs to get a sense
of the “state of the state” for rental housing operations, a

uring the late 1990s and early 2000s, the industry
experienced an onslaught of game-changing technologies:
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These infrastructure investments
only pay off if they are followed
by significant projects that build
on top of that infrastructure.

2

Short-Term Priorities and
Tech Hype Not
Yet Aligned
The key topics presented at
NMHC’s OpTech Conference in
November included AI, smarthome platforms and STR technologies. Yet none of the COOs
or CIOs interviewed listed any
of those among their “top three”
priorities for 2019.
That doesn’t mean they have no
interest or activity (intentional
double negative), but it does mean
the rental housing industry is a bit
early in the hype cycle for each of
the three.
There is the first-mover advantage
in AI and STR because efforts
from those movers learn and
mature sooner than others and can
maintain that cultural advantage
for years.
Conversely, the smart-home tech
may have a first-mover disadvantage if it ends up investing in the
Betamax version in a VHS world.

3

Recruiting and Retaining
Talent

glimpse into where the industry is headed with technology during the next couple of
years became apparent.
The white paper “20 for 20: Where Multi-Family Housing Operations is Heading by
2020” addresses the situation.

The Top 5 Observations

1

One Big Project
Half of those interviewed for this paper had a technology project in 2018 that
basically dominated resources to the exclusion of any other major project; and 70
percent of those were either a transition to a new PMS or a major upgrade to their
existing PMS.

ISSUE 3 2019
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Everyone said that recruiting
and retaining quality talent was
increasingly difficult. As challenging as they said it was in 2018, all
stated they expect it to be equally
difficult (or more difficult) in
2019. Most are focusing on culture
(creating a sense of belonging to
something with a greater purpose),
policies (e.g., loosening tattoo and
piercing standards to attract a
wider talent pool) and investing in
career development and training as
key strategies for dealing with this
challenge. On the development
side, the clear No. 1 priority is
investing in sales (leasing) performance improvement. That is not

Continued on page 10

We noticed that the pace of the adoption cycle for BI has differed from the
technology mentioned earlier. Those were clearly led by owner-operators and
followed a path where early innovators spent years getting just a handful of
customers before hitting a tipping point of rapid adoption.

Candidly, most BI projects are not set up for success.
They tend to be IT-led and/or report-centric rather than
business-led and focused on dashboarding and predictive analytics. A company driven by analytics is highly
recommended.

Continued from page 9

surprising given a 10-year bull-run in apartment performance doesn’t exactly leave metaphorical sales muscles at
their peak level. For executives peering into a future rife
with possible slowdowns, it seems wise to improve those
capabilities in preparation for potential clouds ahead.

5

PRM Turns Eighteen

4

Business Intelligence (BI) Adoption
Several interviewees mentioned BI projects as a key area
of focus though few were completely satisfied with their
results to-date.

This month is the 18th anniversary of the very first property that went live on LRO (for any trivia buffs, it was
Hunters Run in Austin, Texas). When asking executives
what they thought was missing in PRM, CIOs told us
they haven’t been involved in PRM for years and COOs
struggled to articulate any driving needs.

We noticed that the pace of the adoption cycle for BI has
differed from the technology mentioned earlier. Those were
clearly led by owner-operators and followed a path where
early innovators spent years getting just a handful of customers before hitting a tipping point of rapid adoption.
In contrast, BI is following a slow, steady pace of adoption with no rapid increase and seems to be equally led by
fee managers as by owner-operators. The motivation for
fee managers is the need to meeting their clients’ expectations for quantity, quality, pace and customization of data
and reporting.

It’s concerning that executives have become complacent
about PRM. Other industries (e.g., hospitality) view
PRM as a Sisyphean task and never stop working on
refining models and processes. At a minimum, there is
opportunity in better lease-up pricing, unit amenity evaluation, renovation return analysis and ongoing development of PRM associates.
Source: Originally published in the March 2019 issue of units magazine from the National
Apartment Association.
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it…. that’s where I come in to
facilitate.

22

13. If there was one person

– alive or passed - you
could have a dinner with
who would it be?
That’s easy – my mom!

14. What do you do in your

QUES

15.

TIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

What is your name?
Jessica Olander
Current job?
Executive Director for CTAA
How long have you been
the ED?
7 years
How did you get into the
association management?
After college I started managing an office of an association
and started to see the workings
of how an association helps its
members, provides training,
advocacy and education and
how important associations are
for a specific industry. I loved
working with the members,
recruiting and retaining, and
showing them the value of a
membership. I also loved the
special events – golf outings/
auctions/networking events… I
love people!
What is your least favorite part of the job?
Feeling like I didn’t get to every
last thing at the end of the day.

6.
7.
8.
9.

16.
Best part of the job?
Something new every day!
There is never the same old,
same old…
Three words to describe
yourself?
Dedicated, personable, and
funny.
Favorite city?
Boston, baby!
Career to try for a day?
Head chef at a Michelin star
restaurant.

10. Favorite TV show?
11.

Right now – Game of Thrones.

Favorite vacation spot?
North Conway, New Hampshire.

12. How do you motivate

others?
By sharing my passion and
experience about the organization! Running volunteer driven
groups is motivating enough.
Your volunteers WANT to take
the time, but don’t always have
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17.

18.
19.

spare time to give back
to the community?
I drive for meals on wheels
in my town and assist local
organizations setting up their
fundraisers and events.
Do you have any pets?
I have a 6-year-old black lab
named Jules, 4 guinea pigs
(Buttercup, Hazelnut, Bella
and Gretchen) and a turtle,
Stuart. Next up is chickens!!
What superpowers would
you most like to have?
Ability to fly!
What is your greatest
achievement?
My girls – they are loving,
caring people and I know they
are hard workers and will make
great adults!
Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
I will be finishing my CAE
soon, and I hope to still be
working as ED of CTAA!
What are you wearing
when you feel your best?
Jeans and a black shirt are my
go-to.

20. What is your favorite

food?
Anything with LOBSTER!

21. What was your childhood dream job?
I wanted to be an attorney.

22. If you won the lottery

what would be the first
thing you would buy?
A beach house!

www.ctaahq.org

Sparkling Fruit Sangria
A crowd-pleasing bubbly, fruity white sangria that is perfect for any occasion!
YIELD:

SERVES 8
Ingredients:

PREP TIME:

5 MINUTES

TOTAL TIME:

3 HOURS, 5 MINUTES

Directions:
1. Place all fruit and orange juice in a large pitcher or
bowl, add wine and allow to sit in the refrigerator for 3 24 hours. Right before serving, add champagne.
2. Taste; if you'd like it to be sweeter, add 1/4 cup granulated sugar, honey, or agave. Setve and enjoy!

•

1 orange, thinly sliced

•

1/2 lemon, thinly sliced

•

1 cup bluebenies

•

1 cup raspberries

Recipe Notes:

•

10 large strawberries, sliced

•

1 cup orange juice

•

1 750ml bottle sweet white wine (I use Riesling)

Traditional sangria usually includes a little brandy. By all
means, go ahead and add 1/4 cup to the pitcher. I don't typically keep brandy in the liquor cabinet so I didn't add it.

•

1 750ml bottle your favorite champagne

ISSUE 3 2019

This delicious recipe brought to you by Sally's Baking Addiction
https://sallysbakingaddiction.com/sparkling-fruit-sangria/.
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Three Misconceptions Regarding ADA
and Fair Housing Accessibility Laws
By Property Management Insider

I

t is quite common for auditors, inspectors and regulatory
agencies to misapply the various accessibility laws on
the books. Multifamily owners will sometimes find
themselves non-compliant because of a misinterpretation of
the regulations and may spend thousands of dollars correcting
a problem that really doesn’t exist.
Multifamily professionals from site managers to operators
and owners must understand which regulations apply to
their property to avoid a fair housing lawsuit, fine or penalty.
Understanding when the property was built and whether a
regulatory or federal subsidy applies is the first step.
In this article, we look at three common misconceptions of
the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 and the Fair Housing Act regarding accessibility at
multifamily properties:

1

Properties Must Have ADA Units
Let’s start out by blowing away the most common misunderstanding about accessibility at multifamily properties:

14

mandatory ADA units. The truth is, apartment properties
do not have Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
units. Zero. Zip. Zilch. When people want to talk about
their ADA units, that’s your signal that they do not have
an understanding of accessibility laws.
ADA applies to public accommodations. Examples of
public accommodations are hotel rooms, restaurants,
convention centers, convenience stores and government-owned housing like university dorm rooms. Thus,
while the ADA – signed into law in 1990 – applies to
multifamily properties, it does not apply to the dwelling
units. All areas of public accommodation must be fully
accessible. Public areas at a multifamily property include
the rental office. A community room might fall under
ADA if it is available to more than the residents and their
guests (i.e. used for town meetings or leased out).
The ADA also applies to the parking areas at leasing
offices. The act requires that a certain number of accessible parking spaces be van-accessible. The access aisle
for a van-accessible space is required to be 96 inches or 8
feet wide. Standard access aisles have to be 60-inches or

www.ctaahq.org
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The Fair Housing Amendments Act Does Not Distinguish Between Accessible and Adaptable Units

Multifamily professionals from site
managers to operators and owners
must understand which regulations
apply to their property to avoid a fair
housing lawsuit, fine or penalty.

five-feet wide. Multifamily properties are also required to
have “Van Accessible” signage at the space. If you do not
have a van-accessible space at your property, chances are
darn good that you are out of compliance. A Fair Housing tester needn’t get out of the car at your property to
determine that you are not abiding by Fair Housing laws.

2

Section 504 Applies to ALL Properties with
Government Subsidies
Another common misconception is that Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 applies to your property
if you have a government subsidy. While parts of Section
504 are going to apply to you, they do not necessarily
relate to your property as built. The design requirements
of Section 504 were implemented for newly constructed Rural Development properties in 1982 and for U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
properties in 1988. Properties built under these programs
before these dates are not required to provide five percent
fully accessible units and two percent hearing and visually
impaired units unless substantially rehabilitated. Properties constructed before those dates are encouraged to
provide five percent fully accessible units during renovation/rehabilitation/repair.
Section 504 also requires that common areas be fully
accessible. If a property was built prior to the implementation dates, the owner is under no obligation to make the
dwelling units or common areas accessible. Fair Housing
laws do require an owner to make reasonable accommodations or modifications if requested by an applicant or
a resident. So even though an owner is not required to
make wholesale changes to a property, it is likely that he
will have to make changes due to a reasonable request by
an applicant or resident.

ISSUE 3 2019
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Another misunderstanding is the difference between accessible units and adaptable units. The Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 (FHAA) added disability and familial
status as federally protected classes. FHAA requires that
buildings built after March 13, 1991, be constructed with
seven specific design features, and to be adaptable. All
ground-floor units and all units in elevator buildings must
be adaptable. All common areas must also be completely
accessible, just as they are under Section 504.
The seven design features of these adaptable units allow an
owner to quickly adapt a unit if someone with a physical
disability needs accessible features. For example: An
adaptable unit has reinforced walls at the toilets and tub/
showers to accommodate the installation of grab bars if
needed by the resident, while a fully accessible unit has
those grab bars already installed. Another interesting
twist is that townhouses (or units with living spaces on
multiple floors) are not covered by these regulations (unless the building they are in has an elevator).
Understanding the truth behind these misconceptions will
enable multifamily properties to stay within full compliance and potentially avoid a costly Fair Housing lawsuit.

CTAA Communications Committee
Vendor Spotlight Questionnaire
Property Management Insider

1

Who are you, what company are you with and
what do you do at your company?

colleges and universities. Our service footprint covers the six
states of New England as well as New York.

My name is Scott Scarpato and I am the President of Automatic Laundry. Automatic Laundry is an independent
family owned and operated business since 1964 and I am
a second-generation owner. Our tagline Superior Service
Solutions sums up what our daily mantra is.

3

2

What products or services does Automatic Laundry provide and who is the clientele?
We manage community laundry facilities for apartment owners, management companies, condominium communities,

16

What are some of the benefits of working with
Automatic Laundry?
We offer superior service solutions through:
a. Convenient Service Reporting
Residents and our clients can easily report a service issue
via phone, website, or e-mail.
b. Local Customer Service
Our customer service staff is knowledgeable of the local
marketplace, has a good understanding of a given area’s
dynamics, and knows exactly who to contact when there
www.ctaahq.org

is an emergency situation. They also have the ability to resolve customer issues in a single call, eliminating the need
for customer callbacks.
c. Service Responsiveness
Due to the close proximity of customer service with our factory-trained field technicians driving fully stocked branded
vans, our service response is either same day or next day. We
also have a team of dedicated payment specialists to support
a wide array of payment systems available today.
d. Dryer Ventilation Experts
The number one complaint from residents using community laundry rooms is dryers not drying clothes. At
Automatic Laundry, we work with our customers to
continually maintain the dryer vents to insure proper and
efficient drying, which increases resident satisfaction.

at Automatic Laundry. Fortunately for us, some of our national competitors have a “customer eventually” philosophy.

5

What you would be voted ‘most likely to do’ by
your coworkers?
“Most likely to change” to meet a customer need or expectation. The customer is always first.

6

What do you enjoy most about working for Automatic Laundry?
The people of our organization. Our employees are the
reason we have been in business for over 50 years. They
continue to amaze me every day.

7

What steps should be taken for interested parties who are interested in establishing a relationship with Automatic Laundry?

4

What would you say is unique about Automatic
Laundry?
We have a “customer first” culture that permeates every
department and every employee of our company. The proof
of this lies in the fact that we have one of the highest customer retention rates in our industry. We don’t just talk the
talk… we walk the walk. We are customer obsessed here

Call us at 617-969-4340; e-mail us at sales@automaticlaundry.com; visit our website at www.automaticlaundry.
com. I guarantee you will get a quick response from our
dedicated team. And when you do talk with our sales
rep, be sure to ask for customer references.

Savol Pools, serving the swimming
pool service needs of the apartment
industry for over 40 years.

One Stop Source for All Your Swimming Pool Needs
•
•
•
•
•
•

WORDS.

DANI GORDEN Advertising Sales
855. 747. 4003 Dani@thenewslinkgroup. com
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Pump Room Repairs
Leak Detection
Safety Covers
Tile / Coping
Painting
Openings / Closings

• Pool Chemicals Delivered to
Your Door
• Offering Certified Pool / Spa
OperatorR Courses
• Leasing / Financing Options
Available

91 Prestige Park Circle
East Hartford, CT

860-282-0878

www.SavolPools.com

CT Reg. 584241 • SP-1 Lic. 288104 • SP-1 Lic. 288171
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UNDERSTANDING EVICTION:
What Affordable Housing Has Taught Us
By Dallas Erwin, Mercy Housing

E

viction affects more than residents and
landlords, it hurts entire communities,
but a leading affordable housing
nonprofit has found a solution that benefits
everyone.
A chain reaction happens when someone is
evicted — lives are upturned, and not just
those of the evictees. The affordable housing
industry is working to prevent this — before
rather than after — the subpoena is issued.
A recent five-year analysis offers nonprofits,
policymakers and for-profits steps toward
effective preventative measures.
To understand this complex issue, experts
often look to the affordable housing industry because it serves people who are most
susceptible.
The nation’s largest affordable housing
nonprofit, Mercy Housing Inc. (MHI),
recently completed a five-year administrative analysis. It spanned their diverse
portfolio of properties and discovered
valuable insight into eviction prevention.
MHI owns 335 properties with more than
25,000 units. They understand that when
people have stable housing, they have more
money to spend on food and healthcare and
their lives become more predictable. With
over 35 years’ experience and a presence
in 41 states, MHI is a household name in
the affordable housing industry and they
serve families, veterans and seniors with
homes they can afford. The results of this
ground-breaking analysis echo the affordable housing industry’s decades-old mantra:
‘A home is just the beginning.’
Mercy Housing’s CEO and President Jane
Graf always says “People need more than
four walls and a roof to be successful, they
need support to pursue dreams.” MHI provides homes to low-income families in need
while offering essential support through a
key ingredient — resident services.
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Without stable housing, many low-income residents may eventually rely on
social services that are costlier when applied as a “Band-Aid” rather than as
a preventative means. This is painfully evident with healthcare services and
costs. MHI residents spend less than 30 percent of their incomes on rent and
85 percent successfully maintain housing on an annual basis.

MHI routinely explains resident services to people outside of
the affordable housing industry when they learn about their
model of success. Resident services create opportunity —
career resources, education courses and out-of-school classes
are just a few of the resident services that MHI offers. Many
of these resident services classes – such as financial planning
sessions--explicitly target knowledge development that results
in eviction prevention. These classes support residents’ ability
to pay rent at properties and, at times, gain the stability to
eventually move into market-rate housing. Households’ participation in resident services is associated with a 44 percent
reduced hazard of eviction. People were less likely to be evicted with the help of these services.
The price tag on resident services has given skeptics of the
affordable housing industry cause to claim that it’s superfluous, but this analysis challenges that notion — when people
get the support they need, they’re far more likely to pay rent,
and that benefits more than just owners and operators. MHI
found that resident services programs not only reduce eviction
rates but also increase average lengths of residency, meaning that they weren’t as likely to rely on less-stable housing,
like homeless shelters and moving between temporary living
situations, which are costly and exponentially detrimental to
households with children.
Without stable housing, many low-income residents may
eventually rely on social services that are costlier when applied
as a “Band-Aid” rather than as a preventative means. This is
painfully evident with healthcare services and costs. MHI
residents spend less than 30 percent of their incomes on rent
and 85 percent successfully maintain housing on an annual
basis. This has substantial ramifications for local economies
with more disposable income to be spent on essentials like
food, clothing and healthcare. An MHI home spends an
average of 60 percent of their income on goods and services
from local businesses.
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MHI shares this data hoping that it will inspire the expansion of lease education, early engagement with those at-risk
of eviction and improve resident outreach — and not just for
their properties. There’s opportunity for policymakers and
for-profits. Policy that supports resident services and affordable housing could directly improve distressed communities,
resulting in fewer burdens on social services in the long term.
For-profits could seize this opportunity to invest in affordable
housing with resident services to bolster healthy communities that are business friendly. With eviction affecting lives
beyond the affordable housing and real estate industries,
there’s a need to continually measure, study and understand
the causes of eviction. Affordable housing advocates have
stressed the importance of these services for years, and now
there’s evidence backing these claims. Communities benefit
when everyone has a home — eviction hurts everyone, and we
can do better.
About Mercy Housing, Inc.
Mercy Housing (MHI), is a leading national affordable housing nonprofit headquartered in Denver. Established by the
Sisters of Mercy in 1981 and in operation in 41 states, MHI
has over 35 years’ experience developing, preserving, managing and financing affordable housing. MHI supplements
much of its housing with Resident Services, programs that
help residents build stable lives. MHI’s subsidiaries further
the organization’s mission: Mercy Housing Management
Group offers professional property management and Mercy
Loan Fund finances nonprofit organizations.
MHI serves tens of thousands of people with low incomes,
including families, seniors, veterans and people who have
experienced homelessness and people with disabilities. Its
mission is to build a more humane world where poverty is
alleviated, communities are healthy and all people can live to
their full potential. Visit mercyhousing.org.
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New Hires
Roslyn Ramirez – New Admistrative Assistant at Lockwood
Plaza for Winn Residential

Robert Norcross – New Maintenance Supervisor at Spectra
Pearl for TRIO Properties, LLC

Christopher Compton – New Concierge at 777 Main for
Winn Residential

Elena Marino – New Property Manager at Cambridge
Oxford Apartments for TRIO Properties, LLC

Emmanuel Suggs – New Maintenance Technician at Wiggin
Village for Winn Residential

Kandace Gordon – New Leasing Consultant at Broadleaf
Boulevard for TRIO Properties, LLC

Karleena Remillard – New Assistant Community
Coordinator at Waterview Apartments for Winn Residential

Derrick Stewart – New Leasing Consultant at Spectra Pearl
& Spectra Park for TRIO Properties, LLC

Carlos Algarin – New Occupancy Specialist at Enterprise/
Abbott & Schoolhouse Apartments for Winn Residential

Cheryl Da Costa – New Leasing Consultant at Clock Tower,
Velvet Mill & Dye House for Konover Residential

Wendi Barricelli – New Leasing Consultant at Lyman Mill
for Winn Residential

Amanda Morillo – New Leasing Consultant at Clock Tower,
Velvet Mill & Dye House for Konover Residential

Stacey Griffeth – New Property Manager at 777 Main for
Winn Residential

Heather Chambers – New Property Manager at Hamilton Park
Apartments in Norwich for Barkan Management Company

Ernesto Colon – New Maintenance Supervisor at Cherry
Street Lofts for Winn Residential

Ken Hagenow – New Property Manager at Florence Mill
Apartments in Rockville for Barkan Management

Tracey Milkowski – New Assistant Property Manager at
Huntington Woods for Winn Residential

Melissa Cianciullo – New Property Manager at Trademark
Fairfield for Konover Residential

Tammy Adkins – New Leasing Consultant at Mill Pond
Village for Winn Residential

Krystal Garcia – New Assistant Property Manager at Rivers
Edge & Woodbury Knoll Paredim Communities

Stacy Verdiner – New Leasing Consultant at The Novella for
TRIO Properties, LLC

Emily Figueroa – New Assistant Property Manager at Brook
Hollow and Fairway for Paredim Communities

Lauren Jenkelunas – New Leasing Consultant at Spectra
Plaza for TRIO Properties, LLC

Troy Requena – New Leasing Consultant at Parallel 41 for
Paredim Communities

Luis Martinez – New Maintenance Technician at Britannia
Commons and The Novella for TRIO Properties, LLC

Akine McPherson – New Porter at The Royce at Trumbull
for Paredim Communities
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Brent Reihl – New Property Manager at The Ridge at Talcott
Mountain for CR Property Management

Promotions

Warren Gonyea – Promoted from Regional Maintenance
Manager to Senior Regional Maintenance Manager for Winn
Residential

Courtney Perkas – Promoted to Property Manager at
Mallory Ridge for Trio Properties, LLC
Natasha Swift – Promoted to Assistant Property Manager at
Capitol View Apartments for Trio Properties

Special Designations

Lori Lemoi – Promoted from Property Manager to Senior
Property Manager for Winn Residential

Angelina Maldonado earned a CAM designation for
WinnResidenital

Denis Fortier – Promoted from Property Manager to Senior
Property Manager for Winn Residential

Tracey Milkowski earned a C3P designation for
WinnResidential

Nancy Pitt – Promoted from Property Manager to Senior
Property Manager for Winn Residential

Tymeisha Williams earned a NALP designation for Balfour
Beatty Communities

Jhoanna Tataje – Promoted from Accounts Payable
Coordinator to Financial Analyst for Winn Residential

Kristen Ford earned a NALP designation for
WinnResidential

Steven Peck – Promoted from Leasing Consultant I to
Leasing Consultant II for Winn Residential

Jennifer Palazzo earned a SHCM designation for the Stafford
Housing Authority

Lissette Guzman – Promoted to Property Manager at Gull
Harbor Apartments for Konover Residential

Jennell Howard earned a SHCM designation for 60 Center St

Brittney Lamb – Promoted to multiple sites at Cedarwoods
Apartments and The Hollander Building for Konover Residential

Carmen Aguilar earned a SHCM designation for DeMarco
Management

Christine Chadsey – Promoted to Residential Compliance
Officer for Konover Residential

Angel Blackman earned a SHCM designation for
Washington Park

Unlock Savings with Green Energy & Efficiency Upgrades
The Connecticut Green Bank offers
financing that drives a holistic energy
and water-savings approach to your
multifamily property. Solutions include:
•
•
•
•
•

Standardized and custom predevelopment technical assistance
No money-down, unsecured
financing options (efficiency & solar)
Potential to finance additional capital
improvements
Enhanced property cash flow from
energy savings
Health and safety improvement
financing

East Meadow Condominiums, an 82-unit complex in
Manchester, was able to replace their roofs and upgrade
their boilers while unlocking $26,000 in annual free cash
flow after debt service.

Visit www.ctgreenbank.com/ctaa for information or email multifamily@ctgreenbank.com
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ADVERTISING
in your association’s trade journal is a solid approach to business development.

Business publications are rated the first choice for staying
in touch with what’s going on in their sector by 61% of
decision makers.
83% of managers would recommend to people starting a
career in their sector to read the business publications.
A recent Nielsen Catalina study shows an average ROI
of $7.81 for every $1.00 spent on print ads. Almost half
of those surveyed preferred to look at an ad in print,
and only 1 in 10 preferred to see that same ad in a digital
version. And no one wanted to see it in an app.
Print is tangible, it’s engaging, it’s readable, but most of
all…it works!
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